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This guide serves anyone that has read news headlines about Bitcoin or crypto-currency and
really wants to be an early-adopter without dedicating their time to google searches and

twitter accounts. After reading this book, the reader will understand more than enough to get
started in investing in crypto-currencies. It is written to distill all the knowledge out there

encircling this exciting topic and make it simple to understand. In this publication, the reader
will learn:- the origins and use for crypto-currency- what currencies are available for

investment- how exactly to setup a merchant account to buy into coins- potential taxes to
look out for with crypto-currencies- how exactly to mine crypto-coins- what the forecast for the

crypto-market looks like- important news and current events which have shaped the market-
methods to make higher returns when compared to a typical savings accountThis book isn't for
everyone, since it couldn't end up being. If this sounds like a topic that you are interested in
learning even more about, this book is for you.Most of all, this book is made to be enjoyable,
readable and offer insight into becoming a sober trader in a market that has dramatic swings
almost weekly. If you don't understand a Bitcoin from a bagel, this book is for you. If you've ever

thought that obtaining a 400% return was something reserved to inside trading on Wall
structure Street, after that this is actually the book for you.
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